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A WORD ABOUT SYNTHESIS

A - Substractive (or analog) synthesis

(usually called “Analog”  because it was the synthesis you could find on most of the
first analog synthesizers). It starts out with a waveform rich in harmonics, such as a
saw or square wave, and uses filters to make the finished sound.

Here are the main substractive synthesis components :

Oscillators: The device creating a soundwave is usually called an oscillator. The
first synthesizers used analog electronic oscillator circuits to create waveforms.
These units are called VCO's (Voltage Controlled Oscillator). More modern digital
synthesizers use DCO's instead (Digitally Controlled Oscillators). A simple
oscillator can create one or two basic waveforms - most often a sawtooth-wave -
and a squarewave. Most synthesizers can also create a completely random
waveform - a noise wave. These waveforms are very simple and completely
artificial - they hardly ever appear in the nature. But you would be surprised to know
how many different sounds can be achieved by only using and combining these
waves.
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Filters: To be able to vary the basic waveforms to some extent, most synthesizers
use filters. A filter is an electronic circuit, which works by smoothing out the "edges"
of the original waveform. The Filter section of a synthesizer may be labled as VCF
(Voltage Controlled Filter) or DCF (Digitally Controlled Filter). A Filter is used to
remove frequencies from the waveform so as to alter the timbre.

•Low-Pass Filters allows the lower frequencies to pass through unaffected and
filters out (or blocks out) the higher frequencies. This is controlled by a parameter
labelled as "Cut-Off Frequency" (or "Cutoff" or "Frequency").
• High-Pass Filters (or HPF). A HPF does the opposite of a LPF. A High-Pass Filter
allows the higher frequencies to pass through unaffected and filters out (blocks-out)
the lower frequencies.
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The Cutoff Frequency determines the position in the harmonic spectrum where the
filter will begin to filter (or cutoff) the higher overtones (ie frequencies) : some
overtones will be removed - and the waveform will become more "rounded". If the
Cutoff is set to a high position, then the timbre will be bright. If the Cutoff is set to a
low position, then the timbre will be dull. In other words the filter controls the
brightness of the sound.

Resonance is where the frequencies at the Cutoff position are boosted (made
louder). When a little resonance is introduced, the frequencies around the Cutoff
are boosted a little. With a lot of resonance, the frequencies around the Cutoff are
boosted a lot while the lower frequencies will start to diminish a little. When too
much resonance is applied, the frequencies around the Cutoff are so pronounced
that the filter will itself start to oscillate and "howl" (like feedback, but in a tuned
way).

Amplifier: The amplifier section on a synthesizer may be labeled as VCA (Voltage
Controlled Amplifier) or DCA (Digitally Controlled Amplifier). An Amplifier uses an
Envelope to control the overall loudness (or amplitude) of the sound over time.

Envelopes & LFO: Nowadays, there are many variations of envelopes available.
However, the most common envelope has 4 parameters: (1) Attack time, (2) Decay
time, (3) Sustain level, and (4) Release time. This is usually called ADSR
Envelope.Envelopes can also be used to control other sections of a synthesizer.
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> Classic Analog Synthesizers

Arp 2600 & Odyssey,
Moog Modular 55, Minimoog & Memory Moog
Oberheim Xpander, OB8 & Four Voices
Roland  SH,  Jupiter & Juno Family, System 100 & 700
Sequential Circuits Prophet 5 & Prophet T-8
Yamaha CS60, CS80 & CS70M
Alesis Andromeda / Korg PS3100/3200/3300 & Trident MkII
Sound is always the first priority!
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B - Frequency Modulation (FM) synthesis

FM synthesis produces an output signal by oscillating the frequency of a source
oscillator's signal. This process can generate fairly complex output containing
multiple frequencies/sidebands with only two oscillators, requiring minimal
computations. This computational efficiency is the reason for its invention and great
popularity in  the form of synthesizers (the YAMAHA_DX7 is the best example) and
PC sound cards.

> FM Synthesizers

Synclavier II, Yamaha DX1 and the whole DX family, Korg DS8, Elka EK44.
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C - Wavetable synthesis

This technique is carried out by simply playing segments of digital audio to produce
a realistic instrument or synthetic sound. The digital audio segments are stored as a
table of waveforms in memory and played back at different speeds to produce
output of a different pitch for each musical note. One common addition to wavetable
synthesis is that each instrument waveform contains a loop region. This region
starts after the attack segment of the digital audio has played and repeats while the
instrument's note is sustained (i.e. while a note is held). Then the release segment
of digital audio finishes off the note. Wavetable synthesis in the form of envelopes
and modulators are often combined with AM synthesis to add some variation to
otherwise repetitive sounding output.

> Wavetable Synthesizers

most of the PPG and Waldorf machines
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D -”Vector” synthesis

The vector synthesis was impersonated by the SCI Prophet VS. This was loosely
based on substractive synthesis but with the example of german PPG in mind, they
created an instrument able to crossfade waveforms in real time on a two
dimensional pattern created by the included joystick. The user had access to 128
different 12-bits waveforms, 4 waveforms ("voices") could be mixed in real time.
Then the result went through a classical analog path with two LFOs per voice, VCF,
VCAs and enveloppes (loopable envelopes to create really interesting
soundscapes). So the resulting sound had the life and motion of rich and complex
digital textures combined with the warmth of analog filters and amps to finalize the
picture.

> “Vector” Synthesizers

Sequential Circuits Prophet VS & Korg Wavestation family
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E - Additive synthesis

Additive synthesis can be found in different instruments, the first one being the
famous tonewheel organ and its equally famous drawbars used to add or withdraw
harmonics from the overall sound. The idea is to build a complex waveform from its
basic elements. It works by mixing (summing) one or more simple waveforms, such
as sine waves, together to create a more complex waveform. This method of
synthesis is based on mathematical theories like Fourrier Transform. Therefore it is
theoretically able of reproducing any sound because every sound can be broken
down into a sum of sine waves. However, natural sounds are extremely complex
and require a great amount of processing to be recreated accurately.

> Additive Synthesizers

Technos Acxel
Kawai K5 & K5000 family
PPG Waveterm
Kurzweil K150FS
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F - PCM synthesis

Digital technology allowed the development of sampling techniques.This
technology has also been used in synthesizers in order to achieve more realistic
sounds. These synthesizers are called PCM (Pulse Code modulation) synthesis
and the "oscillators" are in fact ROM based samples (often multi-sampled
instruments for increased realism on the whole keyboard range) as a result, PCM
synths need large memory storage and complex multi-sampled instruments (Piano,
etc.) may use many megabytes of ROM (the better the definition -e.g. 24 bits - the
largest amount of memory is needed). Complex synthetic sounds can be achieved
with this synthesis, nowadays Roland synthesizers for example use up to four
"partials" (layers), each partial being a complete PCM synth of it's own, with its own
waveforms (samples) , filters, amplifier, envelopes... Some very interesting and rich
sounds can be created this way.

> Classic PCM Synthesizers

Ensoniq SQ80, VFX, SD1 & TS12
Roland D Series, JD800 & JD990
Korg M Family, O1W, T serie
Yamaha V50, SY77 & SY99
Alesis QS family
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G - “Analog Modeling” synthesis

The principle is to mathematically simulate the physical properties of an instrument.
These algorithms have been mainly used to reproduce typical substractive
synthesis. The real challenge is to reproduce faithfully the "flaws" and qualities of
the analog synth thus modeled : not so stable and varying oscillators that created
fatness and warmth as well as unexpectedly reacting analog filters.

> Classic “Analog Modeling” Synthesizers

Waldorf Q & MicroQ
Access Virus family
Yamaha AN1X
Clavia Nordlead & Nordmodular
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F - Miscellaneous

Phase distortion

This is a synthesis method popularised by Casio synths. They do not use
subtractive synthesis but the display of parameters on the synth panel has a
substractive "taste". It basically has 3 envelopes for DCO (pitch), DCW (distortion),
and, DCA (amplifier). Phase Distortion relies on reproducing the digital waveform in
a non-linear way. Normally, when you play a digitized waveform, the digital synth
reproduces the data at the intended rate (eg 44.1kHz). A Phase Distorted system
means part of the data is read at one rate and the remainder at another rate (eg first
half at 22kHz and the second half at 66.2kHz [average = 44.1kHz]). This distorted
data-reading changes the waveform. A bit like an harsh but simple FM synthesis. In
theory, you get a brand new waveform. VZ Casio synths (the second "wave" of
Casio PD synth) could intermodulate both parts at will to increase the potential real-
time evolution of sound.

Korg DW serie

These Korg synth are basically substractive synths but the way the oscillator
waveforms were created (DWGS : Digital Waveform generator System) is based on
harmonic additive synthesized waveforms stored digitally in the four 256 Kbit ROM
chips allowing more complex harmonic structures that the usual analog synth
waveforms (sinus, square, ...).
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Tape Sampler (Mellotron)

Ancestors of samplers, tape keyboards used analog magnetic tapes to reproduce
sounds. Each time you play a note, it triggers a particular tape corresponding to its
pitch and sound. Each piece of tape is linear instead of being looped in order to
faithfully reproduce the different phases of the sound (attack, decay, etc...).
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THE MAKING OF “SYNTH ANTHOLOGY”
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A - Concept

We started the UltraFocus project by doing a lot of tests comparing software and
hardware synths. For this purpose we bought a lot of vintage (and not-so vintage)
synthesizers. The results were obvious: the real thing sounds much better that the
software clone. With this in mind we decided to create a hybrid combination
between the powerful UVI software synth engine and a comprehensive and
massive synth sampling collection. After years of efforts we’ve created over 8
Gigabytes of the best synths sounds. That’s what makes UltraFocus completely
unique.
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B- Sampling and gear

It's always surprising to discover how faithful sampling can be. The unique
character and the power of each synth is immediately heard. Our sound designers
used the best hardware equipment to capture every detail of the synth sounds.
Esoteric preamps and converters were used to capture the samples. The synth
audio signal was also massaged with tube or class A compressors and equalizers,
depending on what sounded best. Sampling is really the best technology available
today for sounds that are larger than life.

All our expensive outboard gear will improve anything, it's not just for million-dollar
vocal sessions. The ultimate signal chain employed has produced incredibly
dynamic and lively synth sounds, turning the heads of everyone who has heard
them. We've devoted 8,4 GB to the largest waveform set any synth has ever had,
and the sounds are unlike any sample sound bank ever made. Sampling allows
Ultra Focus to cover an amazingly diverse panel of synthesis technique and unite
them in just one instrument.

Synthesisers used to create sounds in Synth Anthology

Roland: Jupiter 4 & Jupiter 8, SH-101, JD800 & JD990
Yamaha: CS80, CS60, CS15, CS40-M & CS70M. DX1, DX100, TX816, FS1R
Oberheim: X-Pander, Matrix 6, 4 Voices, OBXa
Sequential Circuits : Prophet VS, Prophet 5, Prophet One, T8
PPG : Wave 2.0, Wave 2.3, Waveterm B, PRK FD, EVU, HDU & Commander
Korg : PS3200, Trident MK2, MS20, M1, O1W, DW8000
Casio : CZ1, CZ100, VZ1 & VZ10M
Moog: Minimoog & Memorymoog
ARP: Odissey, ARP2600, Chroma
Waldorf: Pulse, Wave, Microwave XT, Q & Micro Q
Misc: Synclavier II, Technos Acxel, Mellotron M400, Acces Virus, Kawai K5000...
and more !

Recording gear & software used for Synth Anthology

Manley Massive Passive and  SLAM with 192 kHz converters, Langevin Dual
Combo, Apogee Big Ben & Roseta 800, Lexicon 300, Focusrite ISA430mkII with
192 kHz converters, Publison Infernal Machine 90, SPL Transient Designer & Tube
Vitaliser, Pro Tools, Digital Performer, MachFive, Bias Peak, WaveLab, Infinity...
and more !
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C - Pure Waveforms

It’s certainly the craziest section of UltraFocus. We sampled every note of almost
every waveform in every major classic synthesizer. This was a titan’s job: imagine
more than 7500 waveforms carefully recorded, trimmed, named... and looped ! In
the end, this was really worth the work: nothing compares to the real thing, and
having the true sound on each keys is something incredibly realistic. These
waveforms are your basic material to work with all the other “virtual” tools : filters,
LFOs, envelopes and effects !

VERY SPECIAL THANKS TO RL MUSIC
The world best classic synth specialist


